Vector Upgrade Kit
(for AMF Bun and Bread Dividers)

Improve scaling and increase efficiency while reducing maintenance and downtime on existing AMF dividers

- Improved scaling accuracy via redesigned vacuum and auger system
- Increased efficiency with incorporation of round hopper design and open auger loading area
- Reduced maintenance and downtime associated with dough clogs in the vacuum system
- Direct retrofit for straightforward installation

IMPROVE YOUR EXISTING AMF SBD, ADD, OR HBD DIVIDER WITH A NEW VECTOR UPGRADE KIT
Vector Upgrade Kit

**KEY FEATURES**

- Redesigned auger, tunnel, vacuum, and hopper system for 40% improved dough flow
- Eliminates blowback during production, reducing dough clogs and maintenance issues
- Available with multiple hopper options and standard or metal-detectable augers
- Straight-forward installation

**KIT INCLUDES**

- New Vector augers, tunnel, couplings (for one-way installation), and hopper option
- New pneumatic components with high-efficiency vacuum pump, valves, fittings, etc.
- New AMF Series IV auger gearbox
- Full gaskets, hardware, and documentation